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ABSTRACT  

Recommender systems (RS) are software applications that attempt to reduce information overload by recommending 

items of interest to end users based on their preferences, possibly giving books, movie, song, or other product 

suggestions. In this sense, an accurate recommender system ideally will be able to recommending items based on 

multi criteria knowledge about the items. Generally most of the existing recommender systems use an explicit single 

criterion rating value on items for evaluating user’s preference opinions. Such usual single criterion could produce 

recommendations that do not meet user needs and expectations. In this paper, we propose a mechanism for 

integrating multiple criteria into the Collaborative Filtering (CF) algorithm.  
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I. INTRODUCTION  

Web Usage Mining is a very interesting research domain in recent research world. The techniques are useful to elicit 

significant and utilizable knowledge which can be perceived by many users. Web usage mining Recommender 

systems are active information filtering system attempts to suggest and predict items that target users are likely to be 

interested in. The RSs are applied in many areas such as: web-browsing, information filtering, net-news, movie 

recommender, cross-domain and e-Commerce. The central element of all recommender systems is the user model 

that contains knowledge about the individual preferences which determine user behavior in a complex environment 

of web-based systems. The most interesting recommendation method is Collaborative Filtering (CF) which predicts 

the preference of a user by combining feedbacks of other users with similar interests and tasters [1].  

Recommender systems have been emerging as a powerful technique of e-commerce. Because web users might 

express their opinions or feedback based on some specific features of the item. RS solely based on a single criterion 

could produce recommendations that do not meet user needs. In general, four categories of recommender systems 

can be enumerated: demographic filtering, collaborative filtering [2], content-based filtering, as well as their hybrid 

fusions. Demographic filtering approaches use descriptions of users to extract the relationship between an item and 

groups of persons that find it interesting. The basic idea of CF is that recommendation for the target user is made by 

predicting the preference of the uncollected items based on the neighbors. Neighbor is a group of persons with 

similar tastes when they rate the same items. Generally, there are two main types of CF: neighborhood and model 

based approaches [2].  An accurate recommender system will be able to perform on the web user’s behalf. To 

achieve this goal, the system must gain knowledge of the user’s value system and decision policy. Most existing 

recommender systems use a collaborative filtering approach, some are based on a content-based approach, and many 

have attempted to combine these two methods into hybrid frameworks. Multiple-criteria decision analysis (MCDA) 

is a well-established field of decision science that aims at analyzing and modeling decision makers’ value systems to 

support them in the decision-making process [4]. This research work presents a methodological framework that 

combines techniques from the MCDA field and, the users’ preferences together with the collaborative filtering 

technique to identify the most preferred unknown items for every user. 

The goal of  Decision making theory is a study to identify and select alternatives based on the values and 

preferences of decision makers (Harris, 1998).  Decision implies several alternatives to be considered, and decision 
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making not only directed to identify alternatives but also to choose an alternative that is consistent with the 

objectives, goals, desires, or certain values. Multi-criteria decision making is the theory that discussed the decision 

making process that considers many criteria [3]. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW  

Recommender systems help users in the effective identification of items suiting their wishes, tastes, needs or 

preferences. They have the effect of guiding the users in a personalized way to access relevant or useful objects, in a 

large space of possible options [5]. These applications improve the information access processes for users not having 

detailed product domain knowledge. They are becoming popular tools for reducing information overload and 

improving the sales in e-commerce web sites [6]. Chenguang Pan et.al.,[7] proposed a new born strategy using 

topic model techniques to make topic analysis or research paper to introduce a thematic similarity measurement into 

a modified version for item based recommendation approach. The recommendation method could considerably 

alleviate the cold start problem for recommender system.  Authors generated the Gibbs sampling algorithm to 

process the dataset. The method is proven by the experiment by making the topic analysis on research paper and 

introducing thematic similarity could recommend the highly relevant paper and considerably alleviating the cold 

start problem.  

  Yuyu Yin et.al., [6] proposed a method to transfer model. It has been used to find the common features of the other 

domain. This technique ignores the difference of rating scales between two domains, and mainly focus on studying 

the feature tags .The proposed technique extract the different types of users (items) based on non-negative matrix tri-

factorization from auxiliary domain. The process is defined to call the user (item) clustering. Through extraction of 

two sub-matrix with the same standard like MovieLens dataset, the rating ratio of supportive task (Movie) is 

55.4%.and destination task (Book) is 9.8%.  Guibing Guo et.al.,[8] proposed a novel strategy using Trust SVD. 

Recommendations can be approached by trust based matrix factorization technique. This technique stands much 

better than other recommendation in accuracy valuation. To overcome Cold start problem and data sparsity a well-

known technique called decomposition of TrustSVD++ algorithm was proposed. To incorporate both trusted and 

trusting user the data taken in the way called implicit and explicit. 

  Zhenzhen Xu et.al.,[9] suggested a novel method to solve cross domain recommendations , To avoid data sparsity a 

trust methodology called Coarse rating Prediction and Refined rating is evolved by new rating matrix technique is to 

predict the sparsity, transformation  of item to item matrix and user to user ratings .One domain is generally related 

to multiple domain . Paolo Cremonesi et.al., [10] proposed a method called Average UU (User-User) and Average II 

(Item-Item). The technique used to suggest items related to multiple domain   is preformed to classify the data for 

the state of art algorithm. In order to avoid the  overlap the data in the cross domain a new class of cross domain 

algorithm is used. The new class algorithm based on the concept of closure similarity matrix.  

Baddrul Sarwar et.al., [11] proposed a novel strategy using Knowledge Discovery Technique for large scale 

problems recording scalability, especially k nearest neighbor collaborative algorithm to perform the traditional 

recommendations. In addition to scalability, data sparsity is also considered to retain its accuracy. The proposed 

work suggests that item based recommendation is much better than user based recommendation. Douglas Veras et. 

al., [12]  proposed a new born strategy Post-filtering Technique. The task of proposed technique similar in the single 

domain recommendation than the cross-domain recommendation . Some strategies to perform the proposed method 

by varying the threshold recording the context given by the user. In case of Pre-filtering Technique when there is no 

overlap on the contextual data.  Shulong Tan et.al.,[1] proposed a  Bayesian hierarchical approach based on Latent 

Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) to transfer user interests cross domains or media. Authors, model documents 

(corresponding to media objects) from different domains and user interests in a common topic space, and learn topic 

distributions for documents and user interests together. This work combines multi-type media information: media 

descriptions, user-generated text data and ratings with this model, recommendation are generated in multiple 

ways.Dariusz Krol et.al.,[16] proposed two generic recommendation mechanism implemented in cadastre internet 

information system. List of last queries submitted by user and list of pages profiles recommended to a user are the 
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two system proposed. The page recommendation is based on the concept of the page profile, which represents the 

system option, type of retrieval mechanisms and search criteria. The recommended page profile selected by a user 

from a list facilitates with search by moving users directly to the chosen option page with search mechanism the list 

of last submitted queres is available to each user. Ehuda Koren et.al.,[17] proposes a matrix factorization 

techniques for Recommender Systems. Recommender System strategies and limitations of the collaborative filtering 

are also addressed in this paper. The learning algorithms, Netflix prize competition and the basics of the proposed 

model are also presented. 

Authors 

Ref. 

Type of RS Techniques used Algorithm&

Methods 

proposed 

Dataset Recommend

ation 

       Issues  

[6] Cross 

Domain 

Transfer Learning 

Technique 

Collaborative 

Filtering 

algorithm  

Movie 

Lens, 

Book 

carts 

User/Item 

Recommenda

tion 

Data Sparsity 

[9] Cross 

Domain 

Coarse rating and 

Refined rating 

prediction 

Collaborative 

Filtering 

algorithm 

CIAO Item-Item 

Rec 

Data Sparsity 

[8] Multiple 

Domain 

TrustSVD, Trust 

based Matrix 

Factorization 

SVD++ 

algorithm 

Epionions, 

Film 

Trust, 

Flixster, 

ciao 

User 

Recommenda

tion 

Cold start  & Data 

Sparsity 

[10] Single 

Domain 

Knowledge 

Discovery 

Technique 

k-nearest 

neighbor 

collabriative 

Filtering 

Movie 

Lens 

Item-based 

Rec 

Large scale 

problem &data 

sparsity, high 

quality RS. 

[7] Single 

Domain  

Latent Dirichlet 

allocation model       

(“ topic model”)   

Gibbs 

sampling 

Algorithm 

Primary 

data 

Item-based 

Rec 

Cold start 

problem 

[12] Cross 

Domain 

Post Filtering 

Technique 

Context-aware 

algorithm 

Amazon 

dataset 

Item-Item 

Rec. 

Recommendation 

accuracy 

[10] Cross 

Domain 

Remote 

AverageUU 

,Remote 

AverageII 

State-of-art 

algorithm 

Netflix User-based/ 

Item-based 

Data Overlap and 

Rec. goal 

Table. 1.  Summary of Various recommender systems and its features 

III. PROPOSED MULTI CRITERIA RECOMMENDER SYSTEM 

The majority of existing recommender systems obtains an overall numerical rating r i, j, as input information for the 

recommendation algorithm. This overall rating depends only on one single criterion that usually represents the 

overall preference of user i on item j. Single-criterion rating systems have proved successful in several applications. 

However, the pretence of stirring Recommender Systems researchers towards a more user oriented perspective, 

indicating that people are not truly satisfied by existing Recommender Systems [13].  
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 In this Section, we examine how our proposed model behaves on real-world rating datasets. Several state-of-the-art 

single-domain recommendation models and multi criteria recommendation models features are compared and 

analysis are shown in Table.1. 

Algorithm: 

I/P : Active user or new user multi criteria ratings for different categories of same items.  

O/P : Predicted Rating for single criterion representation (Rating Prediction) 

Step 1: Find the ratings given by the user rating vector. 

            RV(i,j)X, X ≥ 1 and X ≤ 5 

Step 2: Compute the highest and next highest ratings R1,R2,R3  for each user 

Step3: Add the R1,R2,R3 ratings , AR1,R2,R3 

Step4: Find its average, BA/3 

Step5: Update the new ratings               

 It is assumed that all users are rated to all items for the different criteria. The User ratings vector (X) should be user 

ratings between 1 and 5. The first three highest ratings R1, R2 and R3 from the User rating table (i.e multi criteria 

ratings) are computed. Add the top three highest ratings and find its average. It is considered as overall rating for the 

particular item. Update the new rating to the original table. 

IV. RESULT and ANALYSIS   
In this Section, we examine how our proposed model behaves on real-world rating datasets and compare it with 

several state-of-the-art single-domain recommendation models and multi criteria recommendation models. 

Item 

User 

I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 

(True Rate) 

U1 5 4 4 4 1 5 

U2 5 4 4 3 3 4 

U3 3 3 2 4 3 4 

U4 2 3 5 1 4 3 

U5 2 1 4 5 2 2 

                                     Table 4.1 Example Dataset for Five Users 
Item 

User 

I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 

(True Rate) 

CFRT Predicted 

Rating 

U1 5 4 4 4 1 ?  4 

U2 5 4 4 3 3 4 0.7  

U3 3 3 2 4 3 4 0  

U4 2 3 5 1 4 3 -0.4  

U5 2 1 4 5 2 2 0.2  

                       Table 4.2 CFRT Prediction for the First User 

 Item 

User 

I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 

(True Rate) 

CFRT Predicted 

Rating 

U1 5 4 4 4 1 5 0.7  

U2 5 4 4 3 3 ?  5 

U3 3 3 2 4 3 4 -0.4  

U4 2 3 5 1 4 3 0  

U5 2 1 4 5 2 2 -0.4  

                    Table 4.3 CFRT Prediction for the Second User 
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Item 

User 

I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 

(True Rate) 

CFRT Predicted 

Rating 

U1 5 4 4 4 1 5 0  

U2 5 4 4 3 3 4 -0.4  

U3 3 3 2 4 3 ?  2 

U4 2 3 5 1 4 3 -0.8  

U5 2 1 4 5 2 2 0.2  

                   Table 4.4 CFRT Prediction for the Third User 

Item 

User 

I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 

(True Rate) 

CFRT Predicted 

Rating 

U1 5 4 4 4 1 5 -0.4  

U2 5 4 4 3 3 4 0  

U3 3 3 2 4 3 4 -0.9  

U4 2 3 5 1 4 ?  4 

U5 2 1 4 5 2 2 -0.2  

        Table 4.5 CFRT Prediction for the Fourth User 

Item 

User 

I1 I2 I3 I4 I5 I6 

(True Rate) 

CFRT Predicted 

Rating 

U1 5 4 4 4 1 5 0.2  

U2 5 4 4 3 3 4 -0.4  

U3 3 3 2 4 3 4 0.2  

U4 2 3 5 1 4 3 -0.2  

U5 2 1 4 5 2 ?  5 

                              Table 4.6 CFRT Prediction for the Fifth User 

 Users Predicted 

Ratings 

Actual 

Ratings 

MAE 

User1 5 4 1 

User2 4 5 1 

User3 4 2 2 

User4 3 4 1 

User5 2 5 3 

      MAE      =       1.6 

                                    Table 4.7 CFRT- MAE for the First Dataset 

No.of 

User 

5 10 15 20 25 50 75 100 

MAE 1.6 

 

1.3 0.4 0.5 0.48 0.2 0.23 0.1 

                                  Table 4.8 CFRT- MAE for all the Dataset 

For expository purposes, let us consider an example based on randomly selected CIAO ratings for five users in 

Table 4.1. It presents five user rating data set for six different movies. The sixth movie rating is considered as test 

rating set (the highlighted ratings). Table 4.2 shows the prediction evaluation for the first user. Actual rating for Item 

6 by the User1 is 5  but the predicted rate is 4 respectively up to five Users . The computation is performed based on 

Collaborative Filtering Recommendation Technique(CFRT).  Table 4.1 to 4.6 shows the predicted ratings for 

respective users based on CFRT.  
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Predicted ratings using the algorithm and the actual rating hosted by all the five users, User1 to User5 are given in 

Table 4.7.  The Mean Absolute Error is computed for this dataset is 1.6 and respected users such as 

x=5,10,15,20,25,50,75 and 100 users MAE are given in Table 4.8. Figure 4.1 shows the performance analysis of the 

CFRT MAE for the entire data set. It is observed that when the rating scale increases the performance of the 

recommendations also increases.  

 
                                       Figure 4.1.Recommendations based on the  model CFRT 

V. CONCLUSION  
Recommendation systems play a vital role in social networks and e-commerce to promote the required items and 

making decisions to analyze web user preferences. Multi criteria user ratings are supports to improve the quality of 

such recommender systems because a multi criterion provides more user preferences and choices. The proposed 

work, concentrates on to enhance the quality of the recommender system. The limitation of this strategy is rating 

sparsity. The user must rate all the criteria.  In future we planned to extent the work for Cross Domain 

Recommendations based on machine intelligence. 
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